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Statement regarding implementation of WEEE guideline  

 

The guideline 2002/96/EG of January 27 2003 regarding electric powered and electronic old 

machines (WEEE) and the law (Elektro- und Elektronikgerätegesetz – ElektroG, from March 16 

2005) about putting eletric and eletronic machines into market, taking them back and ensuring their 

environmentally sound disposal will impose obligations on the manufacturers regarding the marking 

of electric and electronic devices: 

 

1. Each manufacturer has to mark its products in a way that the manufacturer is to identify 

by each single product. 
 

2. The symbol which indicates the separate collection of electric and electronic devices is a 

garbage bin on wheels which has been crossed out (DIN EN 50419 ).  
 

3. The product has to show an indication that it has been marketed after August 13 2005 (in 

Germany after March 23 2006). 
 

4. Possibly manufacturers will have to take back the product or take over the cost of 

disposal (only B2C).  
 
cab fulfills this guideline with the following measures:  

 
1.  cab is a registered as manufacturer at EAR  

 

Our WEEE registration number is: DE42488170  
 

The following brands are registered: 
 

cab PCB separators  

cab Product identification technology  
  

2. Each product will show the symbol according DIN EN 50419 with an additional filled out 

bar and the indication of the company name and address or WEEE registration number. 
  

3. Since our products are being delivered to B2B customers exclusively our customers 

remain responsible for disposal. 
  

4. Since we do not deliver directly to endusers in the EU states we will only register in 

Germany. Our partners in the remaining EU states are responsible for registering as 

importers and therefore as manufacturers. 

 

  


